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Statutory Objectives: 

 a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066  
 

Non Statutory Guidance: 

 the changing power of monarchs using case studies such as John, Anne and Victoria  

 changes in an aspect of social history, such as crime and punishment from the Anglo-Saxons to the present or leisure and 

entertainment in the 20
th 

Century  

 the legacy of Greek or Roman culture (art, architecture or literature) on later periods in British history, including the 
present day  

 a significant turning point in British history, e.g. the first railways or the Battle of Britain  
 

Assessment Criteria: 
I can place events, people and changes of British, local & world history, on a timeline, using appropriate dates/chronological 
conventions eg. BC, BCE & AD.  
I can tell the story of events within and across the time periods I have studied. 
 I can identify specific changes within and across different periods over a long arc of development. 
I understand the complexity of people’s lives in the past and how  some societies are very different due to changes or 
challenges at the time. 
I can discuss trends over time    
I can see the relationship between different periods and the legacy or impacts for me and my identity. 
I can explain that the past can be represented or interpreted in many different ways. 
I can carefully select relevant historical information, considering different viewpoints or thinking about possible bias. 
I can devise my own historically valid questions. 
I know how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources.  
I carefully select and organise relevant historical information from a range of historical sources of information. 

Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to 
school/etc 
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Statutory Objectives: 
Electricity  
Pupils should be taught to:  

 associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with the number and voltage of cells used in the circuit  

 compare and give reasons for variations in how components function, including the brightness of bulbs, the loudness of 
buzzers and the on/off position of switches  

 use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram.  

Non Statutory Guidance: 
  
Building on their work in year 4, pupils should construct simple series circuits, to help them to answer questions about what 
happens when they try different components, such as switches, bulbs, buzzers and motors. They should learn how to 
represent a simple circuit in a diagram using recognised symbols.  
Note: Pupils are expected to learn only about series circuits, not parallel circuits. Pupils should be taught to take the 
necessary precautions for working safely with electricity.  
Pupils might work scientifically by: systematically identifying the effect of changing one component at a time in a circuit; 
designing and making a set of traffic lights, a burglar alarm or some other useful circuit.  
 
 

Ideas for Electricity Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Taught as a discrete subjects not as part of the topic theme 

 SCIENCE: Light (7 weeks) 
 
 

Statutory Objectives: 
Light  
Pupils should be taught to:  

 understand that light appears to travel in straight lines  

 use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because they give out or reflect light into 
the eye  

 explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and then 
to our eyes  

 use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same shape as the objects that cast them, 
and to predict the size of shadows when the position of the light source changes.  

 



Non Statutory Guidance: 
Pupils should explore the way that light behaves, including light sources, reflection and refraction. They should talk about 
what happens and make predictions. They should experience a range of examples of interesting aspects of light such as 
rainbows, colours on soap bubbles, objects looking bent in water and white light being split by prisms.  
Pupils might work scientifically by: deciding where to place rear-view mirrors on cars; designing and making a periscope and 
using the idea that light appears to travel in straight lines to explain how it works. They might investigate the relationship 
between light sources, objects and shadows by using shadow puppets.  

Ideas for Light Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 

 
 

 

Art/DT Statutory Objectives:  
Pupils should be taught to: 

 To create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

 To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of 
materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay] 

 About great artists, architects and designers in history. 

 Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet 

 Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques 

 Understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed. 

Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 

  

Computing Pupils should be taught to: 

 select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and 
create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, evaluating 
and presenting data and information 

 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating physical systems; 
solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

 use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of 
ways to report concerns about content and contact. 

Music Pupils should be taught to: 

 listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 

 appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and 
from great composers and musicians 

 develop an understanding of the history of music. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RE Autumn 1 - How the main world religions view life and death,- Special occasions, Rites of Passage 
Autumn 2 - Respect and beliefs of different religions- man and animals 

MFL Pupils should be taught to: 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written 
material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally* and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): feminine, masculine 
and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply 
these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

PE Indoor Pupils should be taught to: 

 perform dances using a range of movement patterns 

 develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance [for example, through athletics and gymnastics] 
 

PE Outdoor Pupils should be taught to: 

 play competitive games, modified where appropriate [for example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football, hockey, 
netball, rounders, rugby and tennis], and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and defending 

 

PSHE Autumn 1 - New Beginnings 
Autumn 2 - Setting goals and challenges, recognising self-worth, understanding why rules are required  
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Statutory Objectives: 

 understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of 
the United Kingdom, a region in a South America (comparison) 

 identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the 
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including 
day and night) describe and understand key aspects of:  

 physical geography, including: climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes 

 human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the 
distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water  

Non Statutory Guidance: 

 South America 

Assessment Criteria: 
I know some of the world’s countries, focusing on North and South America concentrating on environmental regions, key 
physical or human characteristics, countries, and major cities. 
I can name/ locate cities  & counties of the  UK 
I know more about the geographical regions of the UK & their identifying physical and human characteristics, including more 
cities and detail of the key topographical features including naming some UK hills, mountains &  rivers or types of coasts 
I can explain how aspects have changed over time. 
I can understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of 
the UK and a region within N. or S. America. (I also draw on the case study of Europe in lower KS2). 
I can identify the position/ significance of latitude, longitude, equator, N & S Hemisphere, Tropics of Cancer & Capricorn, 
Arctic & Antarctic Circle & time zones (incl. day & night). 
I use fieldwork to observe, measure & record human & physical features in the local area using a range of methods, including 
sketch maps, plans, graphs& digital technologies.  
I can describe  & understand key aspects of: physical and human geography including climate zones, biomes and vegetation 
belts. 
I can describe in detail types of settlement,land use, economic activity including trade links. 
I can describe the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals & water in the continents & countries I 
have studied. 
I can give a few reasons for the impact of geographical influences/ effects on people place or themes studied.  
I know location of places of global significance, their defining physical & human characteristics and how they relate to one 
another 



Ideas based on South 
America 

Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 
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Statutory Objectives: 
Evolution and inheritance  
Pupils should be taught to:  

 recognise that living things have changed over time and that fossils provide information about living things that 
inhabited the Earth millions of years ago  

 recognise that living things produce offspring of the same kind, but normally offspring vary and are not identical to their 
parents  

 identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different ways and that adaptation may lead to 
evolution.  

Non Statutory Guidance: 
  
Building on what they learned about fossils in the topic on rocks in year 3, pupils should find out more about how living 
things on earth have changed over time. They should be introduced to the idea that characteristics are passed from parents 
to their offspring, for instance by considering different breeds of dogs, and what happens when, for example, labradors are 
crossed with poodles. They should also appreciate that variation in offspring over time can make animals more or less able to 
survive in particular environments, for example by exploring how giraffes’ necks got longer, or the development of insulating 
fur on the arctic fox. Pupils might find out about the work of palaeontologists such as Mary Anning and about how Alfred 
Wallace and Charles Darwin developed their ideas on evolution.  
Note: At this stage, pupils are not expected to understand how genes and chromosomes work.  
Pupils might work scientifically by: observing and raising questions about local animals and how they are adapted to their 
environment; comparing how some living things are adapted to survive in extreme conditions, for example cactuses, 
penguins and camels. They might analyse the advantages and disadvantages of specific adaptations, such as being on two 
feet rather than four, having a long or a short beak, having gills or lungs, tendrils on climbing plants, brightly coloured and 
scented flowers.  

Ideas for Evolution and 
inheritance 

Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 

  

Taught as a discrete subjects not as part of the topic theme 



 SCIENCE:  
All living things (6 weeks) 
 

Statutory Objectives: 
All living things  
Pupils should be taught to:  

 describe how living things are classified into broad groups according to common observable characteristics and based on 
similarities and differences, including micro-organisms, plants and animals  

 give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on specific characteristics.  

Non Statutory Guidance: 
Pupils should build on their learning about grouping living things in year 4 by looking at the classification system in more 
detail. They should be introduced to the idea of broad groupings and how these subdivide. Through direct observations 
where possible, they should classify animals into vertebrates (reptiles, fish, amphibians, birds and mammals) and commonly 
found invertebrates (e.g. insects, spiders, snails, worms). They should discuss reasons why living things are placed in one 
group and not another.  
Pupils might find out about the significance of the work of scientists such as Carl Linnaeus, a pioneer of classification.  
Pupils might work scientifically by: devising classification systems and keys to identify some animals and plants in the 
immediate environment. They could research animals and plants in other habitats and decide where they belong in the 
classification system.  

Ideas for All Living Things Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Art/DT Statutory Objectives: 
Pupils should be taught to: 

 To create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

 To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of 
materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay] 

 Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet 

 Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques 

 Understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed. 



ICT Pupils should be taught to: 

 Children create a short edited video containing a screencast, relevant images and interview or video diary elements, 
drawing on their exploration of a climate change simulation and their own independent research. 

 use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of 
ways to report concerns about content and contact. 

Music Pupils should be taught to: 

 play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing 
accuracy, fluency, control and expression 

 improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music 

 listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 

 appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and 
from great composers and musicians 

 develop an understanding of the history of music. 
 

RE Spring 1 - Religion in a modern day society 
Spring 2 - How the main the main religions use social justice 

MFL Pupils should be taught to: 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written 
material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally* and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): feminine, masculine 
and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply 
these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

PE Indoor Pupils should be taught to: 

 Perform dances using a range of movement patterns 

 develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance [for example, through athletics and gymnastics] 
 

PE Outdoor Pupils should be taught to: 

 Play competitive games, modified where appropriate [for example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football, hockey, 
netball, rounders, rugby and tennis], and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and defending 

 
 

PSHE Spring 1 - Going for Goals 
Spring 2 - Good to be me 
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Statutory Objectives: 

 a local history study  
 

Non Statutory Guidance: 
For example:  

 a depth study linked to one of the British areas of study listed above  

 a study over time tracing how several aspects national history are reflected in the locality (this can go beyond 1066)  

 a study of an aspect of history or a site dating from a period beyond 1066 that is significant in the locality.  
 

Assessment Criteria: 
I can identify specific changes within and across different periods over a long arc of development. 
I understand the complexity of people’s lives in the past and how  some societies are very different due to changes or 
challenges at the time. 
I can discuss trends over time    
I can see the relationship between different periods and the legacy or impacts for me and my identity. 
I can explain that the past can be represented or interpreted in many different ways. 
I can carefully select relevant historical information, considering different viewpoints or thinking about possible bias. 
I can devise my own historically valid questions. 
I know how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources.  
I carefully select and organise relevant historical information from a range of historical sources of information. 

 Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 
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Statutory Objectives: 

 understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region 
of the United Kingdom  

 human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the 
distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water  

 use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied  

 use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references, symbols and key (including the use of Ordnance 
Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world  

 use fieldwork to observe, measure and record the human and physical features in the local area using a range of 
methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies.  

 

Non Statutory Guidance: 
Compare local and national locations within the UK 

Assessment Criteria: 
I can understand processes that give rise to key physical & human geographical features of the world, how these are 
interdependent and how they bring about spatial variation/change over time 
I can provide greater detail of the geographical regions of the UK & their identifying physical and human characteristics. 
I can use Ordnance Survey maps at different scales. 
I can, draw a detailed sketch map using symbols and a key. 
I know directions in neighbourhood.   
I can align a map with route. 
I can use the eight points of a compass, symbols and key (including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to show my 
knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world. 

I can understand and use  
6 figure grid references to 
Interpret OS maps. 
I can use 1:10.000 and1:25.000 Ordnance  Survey maps. 
I can use a globe & maps & some OS symbols on maps  to name and locate counties & cities of the UK, 
I introduce precise geographical words when describing geographical places features & processes such as erosion, 
deposition, mouth source tributary, cliff, bay, headland relief, resort, port, derelict, latitude, longitude, distribution, 
industry, network, region raw material, energy, fuel, power natural resource labour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ideas for local area 
geography 

Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Taught as a discrete subjects not as part of the topic theme 

 SCIENCE:  
Animals including humans 
 

Statutory Objectives: 
Animals including humans: 
Pupils should be taught to: 

 identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and explain the functions of the heart, blood 
vessels and blood  

 recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way their bodies function  

 describe the ways in which nutrients and water are transported within animals, including humans.  
 

Non Statutory Guidance: 
Pupils should build on their learning from years 3 and 4 about the main body parts and internal organs (skeletal, muscular 
and digestive system) to explore and answer questions that help them to understand how the circulatory system enables 
the body to function.  
Pupils should learn how to keep their bodies healthy and how their bodies might be damaged – including how some drugs 
and other substances can be harmful to the human body.  
Pupils might work scientifically by: exploring the work of scientists and scientific research about the relationship between 
diet, exercise, drugs, lifestyle and health.  
 

Ideas for Animals including 
Humans 

Suggested ideas/activities/books/web links Possible trips/artists to school/etc 

 
 
 
 

 



ICT Pupils should be taught to: 

 use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of 
ways to report concerns about content and contact. 

Music Pupils should be taught to: 

 listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory  

 use and understand staff and other musical notations  

 play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing 
accuracy, fluency, control and expression  

 improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music  

RE Summer 1 
Communities within our local area 
Understanding of the different religions in our local area 
Summer 2 
Comparisons related to religious buildings over time and the number of buildings and numerical denominations of faith 
over time in our local area 

MFL Pupils should be taught to: 

 Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 Appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are introduced into familiar written 
material, including through using a dictionary 

 Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas clearly 

 Describe people, places, things and actions orally* and in writing 

 Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including (where relevant): feminine, 
masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language; 
how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English. 

PE Indoor Pupils should be taught to: 

 perform dances using a range of movement patterns  

 

PE Outdoor 
Pupils should be taught to: 

 use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination  

 take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges both individually and within a team  
 

 PSHE 
Summer 1 – Relationships and Sex Education 

Summer 2 – changes and transition 



 

 

 

 


